EDUSCRUM ONLINE INTERNATIONAL TRAINING

5 trainings sessions of 3 hours two times a week.
The dates can be found in the agenda on the website.
After the first 4 sessions, you go into your own practice and we finish this training in the 5th follow
up session.
This will be training that you’re ready to start “Definition of Ready”
Two different times you can choose!
The time will be from 9:00 am - 12:00 pm CET.
The time will be from 3:30 pm - 6:30 pm CET.

The maximum number of participants will be 18 in this online training and we will work active, and
hands-on with Zoom, Google Jamboard, Miro and are going to use and making you familiar with
others tools, too.
After this basic training you
•

•
•
•

are able transform a subject into the eduScrum way of working and write an assignment
with a clear why, and bring content into a context, where the curriculum criteria are
included,
know how to coach students and teams in their personal and team development process
and guide them to be self-organizing,
know approaches of cultivating 21st century skills of the students, especially:
communication, collaboration, creativity and critical thinking,
know how to encourage students, so they become autonomous, feel free and are happy
to learn.

When you have questions, take contact with us.

Willy Wijnands
Creator & Founder of eduScrum®; Chemistry & Science teacher
Phone: +31644086315
Email: willywijnands@gmail.com https://www.eduscrum.nl/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/willy-wijnands-41077254/
Twitter: @eduScrum The Netherlands

EDUSCRUM TRAINING

The eduScrum training is hands-on (no PowerPoints) such as the students eduScrum
to experience too. The teachers and other participants (non-officially teachers) also
experience the power of eduScrum and the iterative process.

Normally our training consists of two days, we let you experience on the first day what
eduScrum is and what you can achieve. We do this by to teach the basics of one or more
cases with eduScrum. We can also let you experience eduScrum by making them their
own lessons or projects (with colleagues in the same section or even with colleagues with
different expertise thus learn with and from each other, by looking through different
glasses. We do this in consultation with the teachers and participants during the training.

The eduScrum principles, values and the whole eduScrum process we go through in the
training. This has the result that the you get their hands on, the tools after the first part
of the training to start. In the next session we start with sharing the teachers and
participants experiences and learn from each other, what works well, not and less. We
will also discuss the resistance that teachers will experience and how to deal with it. How
there to they can implement eduScrum in the classrooms and to make eduScrum
method sustainable for themselves and the students.
In the online environment, the basic “Definition of Ready” training takes places in 5
sessions of 3 hours.
Afterwards the teachers and participants receive a certificate “Definition of Ready –
eduScrum Student”.

ABOUT THE AGILE EDUSCRUM TRAINING PROGRAM.

The issues we will cover and we know our program and will be and must be agile to the
wishes and expectations of the participants.
We cannot and do not work with a fixed step by step program as you know. We must be
Agile to satisfy the most or all of the participants. The program is that there is no program,
but in the end all issues are covered.
After and during the training you will understand what we mean with my “no program”.
Sounds weird maybe. We do this in all our training, because we don’t know what people
think and want.
After this basic training you can receive of Definition of Ready certificate, so you can start
with teaching your students. After working with students, you get more experiences and
build up your own portfolio about working with experiences and share your materials and
you can receive a Definition of Done Teacher certificate. Next to that you can follow the
eduScrum Practitioner training where you will be trained in special modules for teachers and
non-officially teachers (where you exploring new fields of education and Scrum and other
Agile approaches in economics and non-profit organizations. You can also become a member
of our eduScrum “Agile Living Room” community where we learn and co-create together.
After these stages you can be trained to become a certified and license eduScrum trainer.
Below you see a short overview about the learning paths in eduScrum.If you have any
questions, feel free to ask (info@eduscrum.nl):

